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Business France is the national agency supporting the international development of the French 
economy,
responsible for fostering export growth by French businesses, as well as promoting and facilitating 
international investment in France.

It promotes France’s companies, business image and nationwide attractiveness as an investment 
location, and also runs the VIE international internship program.
Business France has 1,500 personnel, both in France and in 58 countries throughout the world, who 
work with a network of partners.

Since January 2019, as part of the reform of the state support system for exports, Business France 
has given private partners responsibility for supporting French SMEs and mid-size companies in the 
following markets : Belgium, Hungary, Morocco, Norway, the Philippines and Singapore.

For further information, please visit: www.businessfrance.fr

Business France
77 boulevard Saint-Jacques
75680 Paris Cedex 14
Tel. : +33 (0)1 40 73 30 00

BUSINESS FRANCE

The French Association of Toy Creators and Manufacturers (ACFJF) was founded in 2014, this 
non-profit association brings together 71 members, creators and manufacturers of toys, board 
games and creative leisure activities, representing a 8% part of toys sold in France. Whether inte-
grated in our heritage, or founded more recently, these companies share the goal of uniting the 
French toy industry.
 
The ambition of The French Association is to support French toys through a commercial and indus-
trial  support  network. 

«Now more than ever it is possible to create and manufacture toys in France».

For further information, please visit: www.acfjf.fr/

ACFJF (ASSOCIATION DES CRÉATEURS-FABRICANTS DE 
JOUETS FRANÇAIS)
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LUNII
HALL 12 - Stand D-16-1

Contact
Antoine de LA CELLE, Chief Operating Officer

Ph.: + 33 (0)6 71 86 07 81

antoine.delacelle@lunii.com
https://lunii.com/en-gb/

CATALOGUE

Lunii, the brand that awakens children’s imagination, encourages creativity and helps shape the 
adults of tomorrow.

In 2016, My Fabulous Storyteller created the market for children’s storytellers in France. At this point, 
My Fabulous Storyteller took on its definitive look of a small vintage transistor radio: in the charac-
teristic Lunii green, light, portable, and screenless.
Children aged 3 to 8 become masters of their stories. Making choices before or during listening 
encourages their independence.
From the very first year, Lunii was a hit with families. Les Éditions Lunii expanded its catalogue, 
adding new stories every year based around humanist and environmental values and allowing 
children to enrich their culture, their vocabulary and to awaken their curiosity.

In 2022, My Fabulous Storyteller was #1 best selling toy in France at Christmas for the third year in a 
row. Lunii is now expanding in Italy, United Kingdom, Germany, United-States, Canada and looking 
for retail partners.
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PIOUPIOU & MERVEILLES (SHOKID)
HALL 12 - Stand D-16-2

Contact
Jérôme  DUCHEMIN, General Manager

Ph.: +33 (0) 1 77 01 81 65

jerome.duchemin@shokid.com
https://www.pioupiou-et-merveilles.fr/en/

Pioupiou & Merveilles is a French family company created in 2011 that designs and manufactures 
electronic soft toys, animated and interactive plushes (peek-a-boo animals, light up bears, walking 
animals, light up cushions...), licensed products (Bisounours, Miffy...), wooden furnitures for young 
children and decoration for children’s room. Inspired by the lives of babies and the latest psycho-edu-
cational knowledge, we create innovative collections that follow the development stages of children.

In 2022, Pioupiou & Merveilles relocates its production of giant plushes (50cm to 150cm) to France 
with the aim of offering a quality French plush at a price accessible to all!

CATALOGUE
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INFANTINO
HALL 12 - Stand D-16-3

Contact
André DELORE, General Manager

Ph.: +33(0)6 37 63 60 81

andre@bkids.com
www.infantino.com

CATALOGUE

Infantino, the much-loved brand behind smartly designed products for happy parenting, is excited 
to confirm its presence at Nuremberg this year. 

Bursting with innovation, the multi award-winning, affordable product range covers sleep, weaning, 
bath time, play and travel thanks to its extensive range of carriers. 
From sensory toys to booster seats, night lights, carriers and play mats, Infantino proudly supports 
family life 24/7 across its engaging and high-quality collection. 

A number of the brands iconic products will be on display, including three key 2022 launches: the 
brand new STAYCOOL carrier with future-fabric that’s proven to regulate body temperature, the 
super cute 3-in-1 Sounds & Lights Soothing Pal and the Grow-With-Me 4-in-1 Two-Can-Dine Deluxe 
Feeding Booster Seat - a truly revolutionary converting booster seat.  
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JOUÉCABOIS / MÉCABOIS
HALL 12 - Stand D-16-4

Contact
Christophe FRESNAIS, General Manager

Ph.: +33 (0)2 99 98 37 50

jouecabois@orange.fr
www.jouecabois.com

Made by a French lumber mill, family-owned for 100 years. Our customers know that we understand 
their desire to care for our planet. They prioritize the quality and traceability of the toys they offer 
to their children and grandchildren, and also with an affordable price. This is exactly what we offer!
In 2014 Jouécabois was a founder member of ACFJF, The French Association of Toys Creators and 
Manufacturers, which gathers in 2022, around 40 French companies in the games and toys sector.
 
What we offer :

- A range of early-learning toys made of untreated, unpainted, natural wood.
- All our products are made in Brittany, France.
-  Wood sourced from sustainably managed forests with PEFC certification.
-  All our toys meet the standards of European safety norm EN 71.
- We offer decorative packaging made of recycled carton, reusable as storage boxes.
- Our toys are only available in specialized stores.
- We offer affordable prices which make our toys accessible to a wide public, and gives the opportu-
nity to our distributor to do important profit margins.

CATALOGUE
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LABOLUDIC (LUDELLO)
HALL 12 - Stand D-16-5

Contact
Pierre BELLET, General Manager

Ph.: +33 (0)6 08 73 88 58

pbellet@laboludic.com
https://www.laboludic.com/

Created by game and illustration enthusiastic people, Laboludic is a French and independent publi-
shing compagny specialized in board games.

It targets a wide audience, with games that stimulate curiosity and promote discussion, with family 
or friends.

Laboludic games are distinguished by their originality, their elegance and the quality of their illus-
trations.

Pierre Bellet, founder of Laboludic: “Each new game is designed as if it were unique, with the aim of 
creating a strong attachment between the player and the object. Not only funny and captivating, 
our games seduce by the form as much as by the content, quite simply because the beautiful is 
good! »

Laboludic makes a concrete commitment to the environment:

- We produce compact boxes that consume less raw materials and are easier and less expensive to 
transport and store.
- Paper and cardboard are the main materials and often the only ones used in the manufacture of 
our games.
- We adhere to the highest environmental standards in the industry.
- We belong to a recycling organization.

Laboludic creates moments of family games that you are not about to forget!

CATALOGUE
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(SOPHIE LA GIRAFE / KLOROFIL)

VULLI

HALL 12 - Stand D-16-6

Contact
Coralie  AVRILLON, Export Manager

Ph.: +33 (0)4 28 38 75 65

coralie.avrillon@vulli.fr
www.vulli.fr/en

Founded in 1945, Vulli is an expert in nursery items and early childhood toys. Located in Rumilly in 
Haute-Savoie, the company designs and creates products adapted to the various stages of child-
ren’s development. Such as, its flaship product, the well-known Sophie la girafe®.
 
Sophie la girafe is an iconic toy, made from 100% natural rubber (derived from the latex of the Hevea 
tree) and still traditionally produced, a process that involves more than 14 manual operations. 
Sophie la girafe is Baby’s first toy, stimulating each of his senses.

Designed in France since 1977, the Magic Tree, with the Klorofil family, is the other flagship product of 
the Vulli company. A unique collection of worlds and characters built around the famous Magic Tree. 
Filled with surprises and activities well adapted for the little ones, the Klorofil tiny-universes develop 
coordination, motor skills, language and imagination of children ! Convenient, these tiny universes 
can be taken everywhere. Ideal for happy moments of sharing and hours of stories.

CATALOGUE
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DOUDOU ET COMPAGNIE
HALL 12 - Stand D-16-7

Contact
Lheen  KHALID, Export Manager

Ph.: +33 (0)1  30 40 30 75

lkhalid@doudouetcompagnie.com
www.doudouetcompagnie.com/fr/

Welcome to DOUDOU ET COMPAGNIE and HISTOIRE D’OURS world!

Creator of great softness, most welcome in the childhood world, The DOUDOU ET COMPAGNIE 
Group imagine and create a wide choice of Doudous and plushes every year, to preserve the child-
hood of every child.

Creativity and innovation are part of the group’s DNA. Trend setters, concept scouts, freehand desi-
gners, mummy’s Doudou, the creativity of our designers creates the identity of our collections for the 
happiness of children and adults!

Thus, DOUDOU ET COMPAGNIE is the specialist of the Doudou. The brand accompanies families 
from birth to early childhood with this Doudou, that is so important in the daily life of their children. 
HISTOIRE D’OURS designs sublime and tender animals that will create countless childhood memo-
ries and has always been distinguished by its desire to create pleasure, desire to offer three essential 
feelings: softness, play and joy at any age.

With attention to detail, these two «sister» brands are now recognized for their quality and safety. 
Greatly appreciated for their significant added value, their presentation in a gift box, which places 
them as essential in the childcare and toys sector.

CATALOGUE
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MAKO CRÉATIONS
HALL 12 - Stand D-16-9

Contact
Marine BROUX, Export Manager

Ph.: + 33 (0)7 55 62 91 23

marine@makocreations.com
www.makocreations.fr

Mako creations brings back great childhood memories through the timeless and heritage brand
«Mako moulages». With these all-in-one creative art & craft kits, mold with plaster, paint your figu-
rines, customize your creations and play with them! A great family activity to share quality time with 
sibblings of all ages from 5, never mind boys or girls.

The iconic red moulds allow many details on the figurines and are reusable indefinitely thanks to the
plaster refills. Manufacturing in France allows quality control from its origin, ensures high product
safety, and offers tailor-made products adapted to each market. Specific commitments are made
to be ethical and environment-friendly.

Products are certified with NF/CE norms / safety of toys/ REACH norms. 

The best seller products of the range have a specific international multi-lingual packaging to be 
understood fully by local consumers abroad.

Mako has planned to export its products internationnally such as in other European countries.

CATALOGUE
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TAP BALL 2000
HALL 12 - Stand D-16-10

Contact
Bruno SANGES, General Manager

Ph.: +33 (0)1 46 72 36 57

info@tapball2000.fr
www.tbtoys.fr

If the name Tap Ball 2000 doesn’t ring a bell, it would be highly unlikely that you don’t know the 
flagship product of this company founded in 1959 in France: inspired by the jokari, Antoinette and 
Jacques Sanges imagined at the time an inflatable ball attached by an elastic band to a wooden 
racket. This racket was then manufactured in molded plastic in the shape of a honeycomb, a speci-
ficity of the brand.

The Tap Ball, which is often found in amusement parks, was then expanded to other toys, still 
focused on licenses (the first contract, with Disney, was signed in 1987), such as mallets and magic 
inflatable wands, soap bubbles or «rollers». It is on this last category of «push toys» that Tap Ball 2000 
has decided to strike a blow.

CATALOGUE
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SODERTEX
HALL 12 - Stand D-16-11

Contact
Célia CHAPUIS, General Manager

Ph.: +33 (0)6 73 95 48 46

cchapuis@sodertex.com
www.sodertex.com/en/arts-crafts-and-hobbies/

A brand dedicated to games and creative leisure activities :

Imagined in our textile workshops in the heart of the Loire, in FRANCE, and adopted for 10 years by 
children on the school benches, SODERTEX Arts, Hobbies & Crafts was born from the accomplish-
ment through play and the love of work well done. The brand imagines and distributes a wide range 
of creative and educational games for children from 3 to 14 years old.

SODERTEX, Arts, Hobbies & Crafts is a world full of colour and creativity.
A world where kites fly, where stickers come to life to decorate notes and notebooks, where children 
rush to discover new creative games. An adventure where the youngest see their imagination come 
to life...

A passionate team at the service of children:

For the past 12 years, our brand has been helping educators and parents to develop their children’s
motor skills by distributing a wide range of creative leisure and educational games for children
aged 3-14.
Every year, we think of new products to facilitate children’s learning. Every day, the creative
ebullitions of our teams write the universe of the brand. Innovation, passion and pedagogy
constitute our DNA, in order to bring children: pleasure, creation, learning & games.

CATALOGUE
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GIPSY TOYS
HALL 12 - Stand D-16-12

Contact
Sandra CALLAHAN, General Manager

Ph.: + 33 (0)2 31 35 81 81

sandra@gipsytoys.com
www.gipsytoys.com

GIPSY TOYS is the leading plush toy company in France with unique designs and quality fabrics. 

For more than 40 years, we have been designing quality plush toy collections for all seasons and 
categories including infant soft toys, seasonal plush concepts (Valentines, Easter, Christmas), 
feature plush toys with sounds and lights, and licensed plush products supporting major film, TV, 
video game and sports properties. 

GIPSY TOYS is proud to be an Official Licensee for the Paris 2024 Olympic and Paralympic Games 
manufacturing and distributing the official mascots, “Les Phryges” as well as the Rugby World Cup 
2023 in France. 

With sales and distribution in more than 40 countries, GIPSY TOYS is an excellent partner for custom 
designs of plush product, impactful in-store displays and a growing range of eco-friendly fabrics 
and product solutions.

CATALOGUE
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 MERLIN - LA CHOUETTE RADIO
HALL 12 - Stand D-16-13

Contact
Coralie PITON, General Manager

Ph.: +33 (0)6 19 71 13 46

coralie@hello-merlin.com
www.hello-merlin.com

Bayard Jeunesse and Radio France teamed up in 2021 to create a new company, La Chouette Radio, 
that launched its first product in October 2021: Merlin, a kids friendly, emissions free, built-in speaker.

Merlin ambitions to help 3 to 12 y.o children enjoy great culture and develop their attention by offe-
ring them a top-of-the-art audio experience with :

- a unique selection of 200+ audio French-speaking contents (stories, concerts, yoga classes, 
podcasts about History, animals, space…), including famous heroes, authors, artists…

- a great speaker conceived by Elipson, specifically designed for kids: safe sound (<85dB), no emis-
sions, ultra-portable and sized for little hands.

- an eco-friendly commitment: product built with durable materials, made in France (including its 
printed circuit board) and coming with recycled, plastic-free packaging.
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UPYAA!
HALL 12 - Stand D-16-14

Contact
Stéphane BORGEAIS, General Manager

Ph.: + 33 (0)6 46 92 48 23

stephane@upyaa.fr
www.upyaa.fr

Created in 2015, Upyaa ! designs, develop and edits toys and games, all made in Europe and France.

Since the beginning, Upyaa ! have built strong partnerships with local licensees such as Hello 
Maestro - Once Upon A Time … The famous TV cartoon based on science and history, distributed in 
more than 80 countries.

All those lines can be offered as OEM or private label to distributors or retailers.

We are flexible, reliable, focused on quality and conformity.

CATALOGUE
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LANSAY
HALL 12 - Stand D-16-15

Contact
Corinne GRENET, Product Development and Marketing Director

Ph.: +33 (0)1 39 98  48 96

corinne.grenet@lansay.fr
www.lansay.fr

For over 50 years, our family company has been driven by know-how and passion for toys. Creativity, 
not only reserved for artists, and the pleasure of playing, found in a multitude of mechanisms, are at 
the heart of the products we develop, in France, for young and old.
 
With a vision towards the future, we must ensure a preserved and sustainable environment. At our 
level, we undertake actions to contribute to the preservation of the planet that we will bequeath to 
our little consumers.
 
Without forgetting the values of exchange and sharing, very important for Lansay. Take part in the 
game, laugh, challenge, express yourself... with your family or friends «Let’s play again», «Your turn to 
play! «Great ! You won !

CATALOGUE
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Contact
Stéphanie COCHET, General Manager

Ph.: +33 (0)6 10 60 48 28

stephanie.cochet@apimuse.com
www.apimuse.com

APIMUSE
HALL 12 - Stand D-16-16

Music is fundamental in the development of children, to arouse their curiosity, train their memory 
and develop their imagination !

Our mission is to ease access to culture for children using technology and help them discover the 
pleasure of choosing, listening to and enjoying their music like grown-ups !

ApiMuse creates, develops and manufactures innovative and high-quality products in Annecy, 
France. We create inspiring and colorful characters and universes that will make the whole family 
discover or rediscover the power of music !

We design durable toys for the future of our children: no single-use plastic in our wrapping, upgra-
dable with new features, our products are designed to last and to be repaired, to follow children in 
the stages of their life… In music !

CATALOGUE
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EN CAVALE
HALL 12 - Stand D-16-17

Contact
Margaux BRUINEAUD, Co-founder

Ph.: + 33 (0)6 85 25 58 50

margaux@en-cavale.fr
www.en-cavale.fr

En Cavale is a French publishing house founded by Margaux Bruineaud and Astrid Faure in 2018.

En Cavale specializes in mystery & investigation games, in which children are the heroes. Deeply 
interactive and immersive, En Cavale games are 100% screen-free, designed to rejuvenate family 
entertainment in real-life. 

En Cavale offers a choice of themed adventures, all based on innovative gameplay: correspondence 
through postal mail, podcast stories to listen to, multiple scenarios with secret telephone numbers 
to call...Mysterious, funny and a bit quirky, En Cavale adventures are all taking place in the magical 
universe of the Spy Children Academy. 

A unique experience, super immersive and 100% offline!

EN CAVALE

Definition: Fantastic adventures where your child is the hero.
By extension: Marvelous escape, a bubble of freedom created through the incredible power of 
imagination.
Synonym: In motion, in action towards an extraordinary universe.
En Cavale is committed to being conceived and produced in France while respecting the environ-
ment.

3 investigation formats are available.
Discover how each game works by consulting our catalog.

All our investigation games are available in french.
Please let us know if you are interested by translations into other languages.

CATALOGUE
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TOPLA
HALL 12 - Stand D-16-18

Contact
Frédéric  BALLNER, General Manager

Ph.: +33 (0)6 80 11 51 25

frederic@playtopla.com
www.playtopla.com

Games to change the world!

TOPLA wants to create games to change the world!
Because the world is constantly becoming more complex, full of fears and challenges, each and 
every one of us can do something to make it a better place. That is what we did. 

We tackle social problems: gender equality, fundamental learning such as mathematics and English, 
sexual education, respect for our planet and respect for everyone, whoever they are.
We fight for our games to have a concrete impact on our daily lives, and to help build a better world. 
Games are a fantastic vehicle for learning for everyone: children as well as teenagers and adults 
alike.
Companies are also discovering our games as a professional tool to deal with challenges, facilitate 
change, shift mindsets, and stimulate new ways of thinking and communicating within teams.

All of our games - with the exception of the Möbi - have been created and designed in France and 
manufactured in the EEC, in companies with an ECO label.

Welcome to the TOPLA family, we will love to have you with us!

CATALOGUE
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LE JOUET SIMPLE.
HALL 12 - Stand D-16-19

Contact
Pierre VÉRON, CEO/Founder

Ph.: +33 (0)6 48 09 02 03

pierre.veron@lejouetsimple.fr
www.lejouetsimple.fr

CATALOGUE

Founded in 2021, Le Jouet Simple is a French toy manufacturer. 

Made in France from recycled plastic, our toys are 100% recyclable. We make classic and basic toys 
for toddlers from 6 months to 5 years. 

Le Jouet Simple is the first brand to include a refund system directly in the toys. When children no 
longer play with our toys, parents can return the products to us to be recycled into a new toy. 

We are playing in the circular economy. 
We are committed to caring for the planet through play.

References:

- Monoprix - France 
- King Jouet - France
- Picwictoys - France 
- Smallable – France
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ADADA
HALL 12 - Stand D-16-20

Contact
Quentin MESNAGE, Marketing Manager

Ph.: + +33 (0)6 01 49 66 06 

quentin@adada.fr
www.adadastore.com

ADADA teddies are entirely made in France in a workshop located in Brittany. They are sewn and 
embroidered by hand by passionate craftswomen who have a meticulous traditional know-how. 
Each piece is unique, marked with the brand name and the pride of its worker. This workshop manu-
factures for luxury brands, concerned about the environment and quality manufacturing.

The embroidery fabrics and threads are woven, spun and dyed in France. They are OEKO-TEX 100 
certified. The cuddly toys can be sniffed, nibbled on and cuddled without any danger for the little 
ones. All our cuddly toys are conform to the standards EN71-1, EN71-2 and EN71-3.

Our Adada collection of luxury, ethical, cuddly animals, imagined by their creator, Véronique Lacaze.

The design of our cuddly animals is simple and minimalist but also sophisticated and complex. 
Indeed, their shape betrays their character and the funny, touching tale behind each one. You will 
want to hug them, cuddle them and take them everywhere with you.

All our Adada teddies and cuddly animals are handcrafted, using skilled know-how and high quality 
fabrics from France.

CATALOGUE

PARIS
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LES BABYGATORS (CALISCO)
HALL 12 - Stand D-16-21

Contact
Roland MAILLY, Marketing Manager

Ph.: + +33 (0)6 26 77 11 77

roland@calisco.paris 
www.babygators.fr

CATALOGUE

Les Babygators™ was born from the desire to offer innovative, functional and fun products in the 
field of oral hygiene for children. For over 20 years, we’ve been creating solutions that cover all 
stages of a child’s life while keeping the health and well-being of the whole family in mind. 

The Babygators™ range is an effective and stress-free response to parents who wish to brush their 
children’s teeth, but also and above all to support the little ones in learning oral hygiene. We offer 
fun, colorful and high-end products designed in our workshop in Paris and we are committed to 
sustainable development by choosing materials with low environmental impact. We are now present 
in more than 20 countries around the world. 

References:

- Bebe9 - France
- Autour de bebe - France
- Pharmacy - France
- Pharmacy - Chili
- Watsons - Asean
- Concept store - Europe
- Groupe Marie.Claire / Magic Maman
- Carrefour
- King jouet
- Maxi Toys
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CIJEP JEMINI
HALL 12 - Stand D-16-22

Contact
Béatrice  MOUTON, Export Manager

Ph.: +33 (0)1 53 89 13 64

beatrice.mouton@cijep-jemini.com
www.jemini.fr/en/

Jemini is a French family company based near Le Mans, with more than 50 years of experience 
in plush and children’s toys. We own our own internal creation studio where designers and model 
makers create all of our products. 
As such, the company is a member of the Association of Creators and Manufacturers of French Toys 
(ACFJF).

Our DNA : Créativité • Savoir-faire • Qualité

Jemini has become the licensed plush specialist. With our creative studio and our workshop, we also 
develop our own ranges. 

With Fun House and Fun House Tableware, we create complete ranges of indoor and outdoor furni-
ture and tableware.

CATALOGUE

HALL 12 - STAND D-16
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VISIT US AT SPIELWARENMESSE 
HALL 12 - STAND D-16



FRENCH TOYS & GAMES PAVILION
SPIELWARENMESSE

BUSINESS FRANCE PARIS

Ryan DJELLOULI 
Project Manager
Tel. : +33 1 40 73 33 61
Mail : ryan.djellouli@businessfrance.fr

BUSINESS FRANCE DUSSELDORF

Laurent GUÉRIN
Trade advisor
Tel. : +49 211 300 41 535
Mail : laurent.guerin@businessfrance.fr
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